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Significant role of the DNA backbone in mediating the transition origin
of electronic excitations of B-DNA – implication from long range
corrected TDDFT and quantified NTO analysisw
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We systematically investigate the possible complex transition origin of electronic excitations of

giant molecular systems by using the recently proposed QNTO analysis [J.-H. Li, J.-D. Chai,

G. Y. Guo and M. Hayashi, Chem. Phys. Lett., 2011, 514, 362.] combined with long-range

corrected TDDFT calculations. Thymine (Thy) related excitations of a B-DNA biomolecule are

then studied as examples, where the model systems have been constructed by extracting from the

perfect or an X-ray crystal (PDB code 3BSE) B-DNA structure with at least one Thy included.

In the first part, we consider the systems composed of a core molecular segment (e.g. Thy, or

di-Thy) and a surrounding physical/chemical environment of interest (e.g. backbone, adjacent

stacking nucleobases) in gas phase and examine how the excitation properties of the core vary in

response to the environment. We find that the orbitals contributed by the DNA backbone and

surrounding nucleobases often participate in a transition of Thy-related excitations a!ecting their

composition, absorption energy, and oscillator strength. A vast number of strongly backbone-

orbital involved excitations are also found at an absorption wavelength below B180 nm predicted

by TD-oB97X. In the second part, we take into account geometrically induced variation of the

excitation properties of various B-DNA segments, e.g. di-Thy, dTpdT etc., obtained from

di!erent sources (ideal and 3BSE). It is found that the transition origin of several Thy-related

excitations of these segments is sensitive to slight conformational variations, suggesting that DNA

with thermal motions may from time to time exhibit very di!erent photo-induced physical and/or

chemical processes.

1. Introduction

The primary functions of DNA molecules to encode cellular
genetic information and to engage in replication have readily
rendered them to be the most important biomolecules.1,2 Investi-
gation on them has long been a hot topic to date such that a great
deal of understanding has been advanced on their mechanisms,
physical properties, chemical properties, etc. and possible applica-
tion in nanotechnology.3–6 Among all the important issues on
DNA, one is related to their optical absorption spectroscopy.

It has been well-known that the optical absorption spectra
of nucleobases – thymine, adenine, cytosine, guanine – or
di!erent combinations of them are dominated by bright 1pp*
excitations interlaced with dark 1np* ones in the ultraviolet
range.7–35 Its related experimental and theoretical studies can
be reviewed, for example, in an excellent collection;36 several
quantum chemistry methods, like configuration interaction
singles (CIS),37–43 complete active space self-consistent-field
with multiconfigurational second order perturbation theory
(CASPT2/CASSCF),44–46 second-order approximate coupled-
cluster theory with the resolution-of-the-identity approxi-
mation (RI-CC2),47,48 time-dependent DFT (TDDFT)49–57 etc.
have been used in the literature.
For studying how nucleobases alter their excitation properties

in response to the surrounding environment within a giant
complex DNA molecule, however, it is still a formidable task
nowadays employing high-level quantum chemistry approaches,
like equations of motion coupled cluster singles and doubles
(EOM-CCSD)58–60 etc., to directly simulate a huge system
composed of the core part and the interesting environment.
TDDFT,61–64 on the other hand, may currently be the only
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choice that can deal with large size molecular systems at the
same time with less computational di"culties, although the
correctness of output can be a debate.

In practice, model potentials and/or embedded system
schemes are often employed to divide the whole system into
many sub-layers/sub-systems handled by separate theoretical
treatments.65–80 In this way, interesting local excitations of a
core subsystem embedded in an environment can be sophisti-
catedly described. However, a noticeable drawback is that
orbital transitions from/to environments are not allowed.
Fortunately, a direct simulation of giant molecular systems
by (TD-)DFT has recently become feasible and reliable due to
the great progress in the development of long-range corrected
(LC) hybrid functionals.81–94 In this case, e!ects of such
orbital transitions can be feasibly included.

In the LC hybrid scheme, the Coulomb operator is first split
into a long-range (LR) operator L(r12)/r12 and a complemen-
tary short-range (SR) operator [1 ! L(r12)]/r12,

1

r12
" L#r12$

r12
% &1! L#r12$'

r12
#1$

where L(r12) is a function of inter-electronic separation
r12 ( |r12| = |r1 ! r2|, ranging from 0 to 1, and approaching
1 at large r12. Currently, the most popular L(r12) used in the
LC hybrid scheme is the standard error function (erf),
although there are several variants as well.

After the splitting, the LR part of exchange is treated
exactly by Hartree–Fock (HF) theory (where gs(r1, r2) is the
one-electron spin density matrix),

ELR!HF
x " ! 1

2

X

s

ZZ
L#r12$
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r12
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the SR part of exchange is treated by density functional
approximations (DFAs) (e.g. LDA or GGAs), and the corre-
lation (also treated by DFAs) remains the same as that of the
full Coulomb interaction,

ELC–DFA
xc = ELR–HF

x + ESR–DFA
x + EDFA

c (3)

In recent years, LC hybrid functionals have gained increasing
attention due to their success in several important applications.83–86

In addition, we have lately proposed quantified natural
transition orbital (QNTO) analysis95 which is able to clearly
exhibit the transition origin of electronic excitations. This
framework should be especially useful for treating large bio-
molecules with high orbital energy density, where even the
low-lying excitations are generally composed of several singly
excited configurations (SECs) with similar weights pairing
di!erent occupied and unoccupied orbitals in the linear
combination of SECs (LCSEC). This situation may be more
commonplace particularly for DNA systems that consist of
many similar molecular segments. Under such circumstances,
QNTO analysis can often lead to one or two dominant SECs
corresponding to NTO1 and NTO2 in the NTO-based
LCSEC. Here NTO1(2) stands for the first (second) dominant
NTO pair. The NTO1(2) can then be interpreted in terms of a
standard-orbitals set chosen based on the type of systems or
chemical interest; for example, if any important photo-induced
chemical reaction takes place in a dimer system, orbitals from

monomer segment can be chosen as standard-orbitals. In other
words, the transition origin of an electronic excitation of a
dimer can be interpreted by the monomer orbitals.
Thus, in light of the above two developments, the present

work is an e!ort by using TDDFT with LC hybrid functionals
(LC-TDDFT) and QNTO analysis to systematically investi-
gate the electronic excitations of giant molecular systems,
here the DNA, in which orbitals exchange between the core-
subsystem and the environment can be important.
We choose a Thy-appearing region of B-DNA (the commonest

cellular form of DNA)96 as an example and focus on its Thy-
related excitations in which hole- and electron-orbitals are
both significantly contributed by Thy. We study how di!erent
surrounding environments can play a role in its transition
origin, absorption energy and oscillator strength. This is
accomplished by extracting various B-DNA segments (nucleo-
bases or oligonucleotides) with di!erent environmental factors
existing in the vicinity of a Thy and by looking into their
respective electronic excitation properties. Moreover, the
excitation properties of B-DNA segments obtained from
di!erent sources (ideal and 3BSE) are compared with each
other to investigate the conformational e!ect as well.
Recently, Kozak et al. have reported a thorough study97 on

the singlet electronic excitations of two p-stacked Thys by
implementing a variety of quantum chemistry methods, including
CIS, CIS(2), EOM-CCSD, TDDFT and CASSCF, based on
molecular exciton theory.98 It is found that the coupling of Thy
monomer orbitals to form dimer orbitals strongly depends on the
distance and the relative orientation of two Thys. However, we
have shown by using QNTO analysis95 that for a real dimer
system with low or no symmetry, such as two p-stacked Thys
extracted from B-DNA, two local orbital transitions can no
longer equally contribute to an electronic excitation predicted by
the molecular exciton theory. If the dimer separation is short
enough, the additional charge transfer (CT) contribution can
also exist. Under such circumstances, QNTO can be a powerful
tool for studying the transition origins of electronic excitations
that may consist of local or CT transition components in such a
low-symmetry situation, which is commonplace in median and
large bio-molecular systems. Lange and Herbert99 have also
applied TDDFT with LC hybrid functionals to obtain the
accurate absorption energies of interbase CT electronic excita-
tions that are underestimated by TDDFT calculation with
pure (e.g. LDA) or global hybrid (e.g. B3LYP) density func-
tionals. Since both of the reports focus on bare nucleobase
model systems, a remaining question of interest is indeed to
what extent the environmental factors like backbone a!ect the
electronic excitations of nucleobases.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, computa-

tional procedures are introduced, where the preparation of
various B-DNA sliced systems and DFT/TDDFT calculation
details are presented. In Section 3.1, the interpretation of the
excitation properties of various systems calculated by TDDFT
with QNTO analysis is introduced. Sections 3.2–3.6 compare
the results of various systems where the influence of di!erent
environmental factors, i.e. the presence of another Thy, backbone,
Watson–Crick (WC) pairing nucleobases, stacking nucleobases,
and conformational variation to the Thy-related excitations
is successively focused on. The examination of factors such
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as geometry relaxation, calculation basis set, and surrounding
water solvent of Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM)100 on
a!ecting electronic excitations is also available in ESI.w
Section 3.7 demonstrates the overall backbone influence on
several low-lying excitations (not particularly Thy-related ones)
of the systems consisting of backbone structure. Conclusion is
given in Section 4.

2. Computational details

2.1. Preparation and TDDFT calculations of Thy-comprised
molecules

Various molecular systems including at least one Thy nucleobase
have been prepared by extracting from ideal101 or X-ray determined
(1.6 Å resolution; PDB code 3BSE)102 B-DNA crystal structure as
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 (ESIw). To minimize the possible
geometrical clashes or artificially unrealistic atom positions in the
two data, a dTp(dApdTpdTpdG)pdC) ) )AdTp(dApdA)pdCG
for the ideal case and a dCp(dApdTpdTpdG)pdT) ) )GdTp-
(dApdA)pdCA for the 3BSE case have been taken first and
their hydrogen and backbone atoms have been optimized by
DFT/oB97X in water of the PCMmodel with the heavy atoms
of other nucleobases being fixed. Note that both pieces are
composed of two strands of 6 DNA nucleobases attached to each
other by WC hydrogen bonds and their sugar (d) and phosphate
(p) backbones are mostly retained. The (dApdTpdTpdG) and
(dApdA) are the sections for constructing molecular segments
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 (ESIw). Table S1 (ESIw) also shows
the major internal coordinates of the DNA backbone for the
(non-)relaxed ideal/3BSE dTpdT. The partial optimizations
employed here can avoid generation of unreliable DNA struc-
tures since each of the environmental factors, e.g. base-stacking,
WC-pairing forces, backbone, solvent, can play a subtle role in
balancing DNA conformation; partial consideration of these
factors or inappropriate use of force field in molecular mechanics
or exchange–correlation functionals in DFT can, for instance,
lead to crashed WC nucleobase pairs. With the flexible structure
of nucleobases in DNA in terms of twist (O), tilt (t), roll (r) etc.
contingent to numerous environmental factors,103 the two pieces
have thus served as good examples to allow possible investigation

of (1) environmental and (2) conformational e!ect on electronic
excitations. For (1) we study how the DNA backbone,
WC-pairing bases, and stacking bases a!ect the Thy-related
excitations of a core segment; for (2) we examine the variation
of excitation properties of Thy-related excitations resulting
from the geometry variation of a segment.
TDDFT calculations for the extracted systems (Fig. 1 and

Fig. S1, ESIw) are carried out in gas phase. Although water
solvent surrounding DNA molecules should also a!ect its
electronic excitations, the inclusion of wandering H2O molecules
for these systems become too complex and therefore is not
performed here. However, the PCM solvent field surrounding the
optimized ideal dTp(dApdTpdTpdG)pdC) ) )AdTp(dApdA)pdCG
has also been included in the TDDFT calculation of its extracted
dTpdT as a test, presented in Table S2 (ESIw), along with the other
two test cases of geometry relaxation and basis set influence on
electronic excitations. Note that the role of actual H2O molecules
in a!ecting electronic excitations cannot be fully replaced by the
polarized solvent field. The H2O molecules can, for instance, have
CT contribution on electronic excitations of the solutes. Further
studies on this topic should therefore be concentrated elsewhere.
All the DFT/TDDFT calculations are executed using

Gaussian09104 with an economic basis set 6-31G(d)105 given that
up to 70 excitations of a system as large as dApdTpdTpdG will
be computed. Moreover, since we focus on the solute form of the
B-DNA molecule whose structure is stabilized by ionizing one
proton for each phosphate, extra electrons are added to each
sliced B-DNA segment to account for the charged phosphates.
For instance, the dTpdT molecule, consisting of one phosphate,
is set to have net charge – e. Therefore each molecule is a
closed-shell electronic system and we pay attention to the
singlet electronic excitations.
Various exchange–correlation functionals – B3LYP,106,107

CAM-B3LYP,82 oB97X,84 oB97X-D83 and LC-oPBE81 – are
implemented in the DFT/TDDFT calculations. After a
TDDFT calculation, QNTO analysis is followed, whose code
has been developed locally, allowing us to process TDDFT
output results generated by Gaussian09.
In the previous report95 we have found that TD-oB97X

among several tested theoretical methods most closely repro-
duces the transition origins of several low-lying excitations

Fig. 1 Various Thy-comprised systems extracted from partially relaxed ideal B-DNA (see the text): (a) Thy with the sugar backbone (dT), (b) two

p-stacked thymines (di-Thy), (c) di-Thy with the sugar–phosphate backbone (dTpdT), (d) dTpdT withWC pairing nucleobases (dTpdT) ) )dApdA),

and (e) dTpdT with adjacent stacking nucleobases (dApdTpdTpdG). The order of bases is counted from the 50-end to the 30-end of the DNA

strand. The broken chemical bonds upon extraction have been saturated with a hydrogen atom along the same bond direction.
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that EOM-CCSD predicts for Thy and dT. Hence, dealing
with larger DNA-sliced systems here, we focus on TD-oB97X
results. The same reason applies when using DFT/oB97X for
B-DNA structural relaxation discussed above.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. The excitation energy, oscillator strength, and transition
origin of several low-lying Thy-related excitations of ideal
di-Thy, 3BSE dT, ideal/3BSE dTpdT) ) )dApdA and ideal/3BSE
dApdTpdTpdG

The detailed information on calculated absorption wave-
length, oscillator strength and NTO1(2) transition origin of
the first several selected Thy-related excitations of various
systems are listed in Table 1. Since we are interested in the
influence of the surrounding environment and conformational
variation on Thy-related excitations, the standard-orbitals are
chosen from the monomer orbitals of the ideal/3BSE Thy
generated in its B3LYP-DFT calculations. The standard orbitals
set can also be generated by other theoretical methods.

Incidentally, the orthogonality of DFT/B3LYP standard
orbitals from di!erent moieties of a DNA segment is main-
tained (mutual projection is below or in the same order of the
second projection digit with the largest being B0.02) for all
the studied cases here. For cases where orthogonality is not
fulfilled, such as the two moieties are very close to each other,
the standard orbitals cannot be regarded as purely the monomer
orbitals and orthogonalization has to be performed first or the
inter-projection amount has to be borne in mind.

Moreover, the targeted core – Thy – is rather intact in
di!erent situations studied here so that the Thy stays in the
same chemical species, not in other isomers with the same
composition of atoms. Therefore, its ground state electronic
structure remains the same. If the geometry of the target, Thy,
is distorted strongly such that it, when let free, will be
stabilized to other isomers, its ground state electronic structure
is then changed, and the comparison of transition origins of
two di!erent species becomes meaningless. In such a case, the
same set of standard-orbitals for electrons from unoccupied
orbitals and for holes from occupied orbitals also cannot be
well defined, since some of the occupied and unoccupied
orbitals can be switched. In Table 1, the selected Thy-related
excitations, denoted SO-hosted (standard-orbitals hosted)
excitations thereafter, are those with their hole- (NTO1-H)
and electron-orbital (NTO1-E) of NTO1 having overall more
than 30% density contribution from the standard-orbitals for
holes and for electrons, respectively. This is confirmed by first
projecting the NTO1(2)-H(E) to the standard-orbitals and the
density contribution of a standard-orbital is calculated by its
square of projection coe"cient. The panels a and b in Fig. 2
show the standard-orbitals of the 2nd ideal Thy for holes and
for electrons, respectively. The other standard-orbitals of the
1st ideal, 1st 3BSE and 2nd 3BSE Thy for holes and for
electrons are similar to those in Fig. 2. Therefore, for example,
if the studied core molecular segment is the ideal di-Thy, the
standard-orbitals used for projection of a NTO1(2)-H(E) will
be the 6 orbitals of the 2nd ideal Thy shown in Fig. 2 plus the
other 6 similar orbitals from the 1st ideal Thy.

The detailed projection coe"cients of the NTO1(2)-H(E) of
each SO-hosted excitation are listed in Table S3 (ESIw).
Moreover, the transition expression of a NTO1(2) is determined
according to these coe"cients. To denote the transition expres-
sion, we introduce several notations: for example, P1t2 refers to
P1 of the 2nd Thy with a positive coe"cient in a system
containing two Thys, e.g. di-Thy, dTpdT, while P1t!2 corre-
sponds to P1 with a negative coe"cient. P1t12 is an abbreviation
of P1t1 plus P1t2 both of which have density contribution
greater than 0.3 in a NTO1(2)-H. Similarly, P1t1!2 corresponds
to the case having a combination of P1t1 and P1t!2. In addition,
the parentheses ‘‘())’’ in P1t(1)2 indicates that it is made up of
P1t1 and P1t2 but the coe"cient of P1t1 is (0.3, 0.1].
The integration of the orbitals originating from backbone

structure contributing to a NTO1(2)-H is denoted B in a
transition expression, whereas the integration of Thy orbitals
other than the ones shown in the panels a and b in Fig. 2 for
NTO1(2)-H and for NTO1(2)-E, respectively, are both denoted
O. A1 and A2 are also likewise introduced for dTpdT) ) )dApdA
in a transition expression indicating the integrated contribution
of orbitals from the 1st Ade and 2nd Ade, while A and G are
introduced for dApdTpdTpdG indicating orbital-contribution
from Ade and Gua. If the contribution of the orbital-fraction
(B, O, A1, A2, A or G) is (0.3, 0.1], it is shown in ‘‘())’’ in the
transition expression.
Following these rules, the transition expression of the

excitations of each system can be determined. As an example,
Fig. 3 shows NTO1-H(E) of an excitation of dTpdT and the
corresponding transition expression. In addition, a similar
categorization (Type-A–Type-G) introduced in the study of
Thy and dT95 for SO-hosted electronic excitations is also
adopted here to classify electronic excitations: N1–S1 (Type-A);
P1–S1 (Type-B); N1 N2–(S1) S2 (Type-C); P2–S1 (Type-D);
P1–S2 (Type-E); N2–S1 (Type-F); N1 (N2)–S2 (Type-G).
Although this should only be regarded as a rough classification
for excitations because their actual composition can be complex,
it helps link similar excitations between two systems together.
Since most of the studied segments here consist of two Thys, a
SO-hosted excitation can be a local (on the same Thy) or CT
(across the two Thys) one. An excitation denoted Type-A2 is
therefore used to represent local Type-A excitation occurring on
the 2nd Thy. Type-B12, on the other hand, stands for a Type-B
excitation with the P1 orbital on the 1st Thy excited to the S1
orbital on the 2nd Thy. For simplicity, in the following
discussions the term ‘‘local Type-A(s)’’ will be used to refer
to ‘‘local Type-A excitation(s)’’ and so on. Furthermore, an
excitation can also be combined with di!erent types of transi-
tions. For instance, the excitation with NTO1 transition
expression ‘‘P1t2 P2t!1–S1t1’’ is combined with Type-D1 local
transition and Type-B21 CT transition with the opposite phase
between P1t2 and P2t1 and is denoted Type-D!1B21.
We also employ sE (environmentally resulted root mean

square deviation of standard-orbital coe"cients) for examining
the environmental e!ect on NTO1 transition origins of
excitations of a core molecular segment, while for comparing
results of the same molecules extracted from ideal and 3BSE
sources it is denoted sG (geometry resulted deviation). The
reference systems used for calculating di!erent s are detailed
in Table 1.
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Table 1 Various excitation properties of (a) ideal Thy, dT; (b) ideal di-Thy, dTpdT, dTpdT) ) )dApdA, and dApdTpdTpdG; (c) 3BSE dT, dTpdT,
dTpdT) ) )dApdA and dApdTpdTpdG in gas phase provided by TD-oB97X calculation and QNTO analysis.N denotes excitation order, whereas P
denotes the NTO2 phase for cases where NTO1 has less than 70% domination in the whole excitation. l (nm) and f stand for absorption
wavelength and oscillator strength, respectively. NTO1(2) and % record the expression of the transition origin of the first (second) NTO pair and
its domination in the whole excitation. The type denotes the excitation classification based on the EOM-CCSD Thy NTO1 expressions used
in ref. 95. In (b) and (c) the excitation of a system is referenced to a similar excitation of the other system shown in the subtitle as the core
molecular unit. For instance, the 1st excitation (Type-A2) of ideal dTpdT is referenced to the 2nd excitation of ideal di-Thy, while the 9th excitation
(Type-E2B21) of dTpdT does not have a similar excitation to ideal di-Thy. There are also data on sE/G recording the variation of the transition
origin compared to the result of the referenced system

(a)

Ideal Thy Ideal dT

N l (nm) f NTO1 % Type N l (nm) f NTO1 % Type

1 242.48 0.0001 N1t2–S1t2 100 A2 1 241.11 0.0001 N1t2–S1t2 (S2t2) 99 (A2)
2 224.84 0.2011 P1t2–S1t2 96 B2 2 228.88 0.2877 P1t2–S1t2 96 B2
3 190.96 0.0000 N1t2 N2t2–(S1t!2) S2t2 99 C2 3 189.38 0.0004 N1t2 N2t2–S2t2 98 (C2)
4 177.69 0.0690 P2t2–S1t2 98 D2 4 178.50 0.1858 P1t2–S2t2 92 E2
5 173.93 0.2148 P1t2–S2t2 97 E2 5 176.13 0.1105 P2t2–S1t2 92 D2
6 163.47 0.0003 N2t2–S1t2 98 F2 6 167.70 0.0065 N2t2 B–S1t2 97 (F2)
7 158.23 0.0001 N1t2 N2t!2–(S1t!2) S2t2 93 (G2) 7 158.12 0.0017 N1t2 N2t!2–S1t!2 S2t2 81 (G2)

(b)

N; P l (nm) f NTO1(2) sE % Type N; P l (nm) f NTO1(2) sE % Type

Ideal di-Thy (sE ref. to ideal Thy) Ideal dTpdT (sE ref. to ideal di-Thy)
1 245.43 0.0001 N1t1–S1t1 — 99 A1 1 237.59 0.0002 N1t2–S1t2 (S2t2) 0.019 86 (A2)
2 242.48 0.0001 N1t2–S1t2 0.003 99 A2 2 237.48 0.0006 N1t1–S1t1 (S2t1) 0.025 87 (A1)
3 228.88 0.1270 P1t2–S1t2 0.007 94 B2 3 234.83 0.0455 P1t2–S1t2 0.070 71 B2
4 225.66 0.2245 P1t1–S1t1 — 94 B1 4 232.27 0.4242 P1t1–S1t1 0.067 72 B1
5 191.30 0.0001 N1t2 N2t2–(S1t!2) S2t2 0.010 99 C2 5 192.51 0.0015 N1t1 N2t1–S2t1 0.028 96 (C1)
6 190.76 0.0001 N1t1 N2t1–S2t1 — 98 (C1) 6 188.85 0.0203 P1t1 (B)–S1t2 (S2t1) 0.048 92 (E1B12)
7 183.11 0.0165 P1t1–S1t2 S2t1 — 90 E1B12 7 188.26 0.0009 N1t2 N2t2–(S1t!2) S2t2 0.014 93 C2
8 180.26 0.0093 P1t2 P2t!1(2)–S1t1(2) (S2t2) — 65 (D!1B21 etc.) 9 183.96 0.1209 P1t2–S1t1 S2t2 — 89 (E2B21)
+ P2t2–S1t(!1)2 28 10 177.62 0.0686 P2t1 B–S1t1 — 72 (D1)
9 179.02 0.1154 P2t2–S1t2 0.015 70 D2 12 176.87 0.0592 P1t1(!2)–(S1t2) S2t!1 — 54 (E!1B12E21)
10 177.93 0.0834 P1t2 P2t1–S1t1 — 86 D1B21 ! P1t(1)2 (P2t!1)–S1t1 40

Ideal dTpdT) ) )dApdA (sE ref. to ideal dTpdT) Ideal dApdTpdTpdG (sE ref. to ideal dTpdT)
1 237.62 0.0401 P1t2–S1t2 0.033 72 B2 1 239.17 0.0408 P1t1–S1t1 0.107 80 B1
2 235.23 0.4234 P1t1–S1t1 0.037 70 B1 3 235.85 0.2410 P1t2–S1t2 0.104 83 B2
3 226.00 0.0011 N1t1–S1t1 0.042 96 A1 4 233.13 0.0006 N1t1–S1t1 (S2t1) 0.034 96 (A1)
4 224.87 0.0003 N1t2–S1t2 (S2t2) 0.023 96 (A2) 5 232.75 0.0004 N1t2–S1t2 (S2t2) 0.018 97 (A2)
12 193.13 0.0008 (N1t1) N2t1–S2t1 0.020 95 (C1) 13 193.01 0.0003 (N1t1) N2t1–(S1t!1) S2t1 0.037 88 (C1)
15 189.37 0.0010 (N1t2) N2t2–(S1t!2) S2t2 0.021 94 (C2) 14 191.28 0.0584 P1t2–S1t1 (S2t2) 0.085 83 (E2B21)
17 186.43 0.0038 P1t2 (P2t!1)–S1t1 (S2t2) — 47 (D!1E2B21) 19 187.48 0.0004 N1t2 N2t2–(S1t!2) S2t2 0.013 90 C2
! P1t1 (A2)–S1t2 (S2t1) 42 20 187.00 0.0501 P1t1–(S1t2) S2t1 (A) 0.125 76 (E1B12)
18 185.87 0.0211 P1t1 (P2t2) (A2)–S1t2 (S2t1) — 74 (D2E1B12) 23 184.40 0.0365 P1t2–(S1t1) (S2t!2) G — 85 (E!2B21)
19 185.10 0.0891 P1t(1)2 (A2)–S1t12 (S2t2) — 49 (B2B21 etc.) 27 179.35 0.0778 P1t2–S2t2 G — 73 (E2)
+ P1t(!1)2 (A2)–S1t1!2 37
23 182.27 0.0236 P2t1 A2–S1t1 A1 0.128 60 (D1)
+ (P2t1) A2–S1t1 A1 30

(c)

N; P l (nm) f NTO1(2) sG % Type N; P l (nm) f NTO1(2) sG % Type

3BSE dT (sG ref. to ideal dT) 3BSE dTpdT (sG ref. to ideal dTpdT)
1 238.70 0.0001 N1t2–S1t2 (S2t2) 0.013 99 (A2) 1 238.62 0.0010 N1t1–S1t1 (S2t1) 0.059 98 (A1)
2 224.38 0.2919 P1t2–S1t2 0.004 96 B2 2 235.78 0.0002 N1t2–S1t2 (S2t2) 0.039 98 (A2)
3 189.93 0.0005 N1t2 N2t2–S2t2 0.028 99 (C2) 3 231.46 0.0461 P1t1–S1t1 0.145 67 B1
4 176.14 0.1778 P1t2–S2t2 0.021 85 E2 ! P1t2–S1t2 29
5 174.97 0.1235 P2t2–S1t2 0.029 85 D2 4 226.76 0.4176 P1t2–S1t2 0.119 66 B2
6 166.91 0.0012 N2t2 B–S1t2 0.047 97 (F2) + P1t1–S1t1 29
7 158.09 0.0024 N1t2 N2t!2 (B)–S1t!2 S2t2 0.075 75 (G2) 5 191.98 0.0035 N1t1 N2t1–S2t1 0.069 97 (C1)

6 189.60 0.0006 N1t2 N2t2–(S1t!2) S2t2 0.031 96 C2
8 185.01 0.0024 P1t1 (B)–S1t2 — 98 (B12)
9 179.79 0.0275 P1t1–S2t1 — 70 E1
10 178.10 0.1079 P1t2 (P2t1) B–S1t1 — 81 (D1B21)
13 176.54 0.0580 (P1t2) P2t1 B–S1t1 — 74 (D1B21)

3BSE dTpdT) ) )dApdA (sG ref. to ideal dTpdT) ) )dApdA) 3BSE dApdTpdTpdG (sG ref. to ideal dApdTpdTpdG)
1 233.55 0.0848 P1t1 (O)–S1t1 0.115 74 (B1) 2 236.44 0.0370 P1t1–S1t1 0.083 81 B1
3 228.95 0.2288 P1t2–S1t2 0.093 66 B2 3 233.70 0.0032 N1t1–S1t1 0.061 93 A1
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3.2. Ideal Thy vs. di-Thy

To detail the environmentally resulted variation of excitation
properties of several chosen core segments consisting of
Thy(s), we take a deeper look into each type of electronic
excitation. We first compare the results of ideal Thy and di-Thy
shown in Table 1a and b.

Local Type-B. Obviously the single bright local Type-B of
Thy at 224.84 nm evolves into two bright excitations of
di-Thy: one being a little weakened at 228.88 nm (Type-B2)
and the other a little enhanced at 225.66 nm (Type-B1).
Moreover, the two bright excitations of di-Thy are both

dominated by single NTO1 instead of by two similar weighted
local transitions given in molecular exciton theory.98 Therefore
the separation of the two Thys is short such that their inter-
action cannot be well described by dipole–dipole interaction.

Local Type-A/C. As for the local Type-A, its absorption
wavelength of Thy at 242.48 nm results in the Type-A1 and
Type-A2 of di-Thy at 245.43 nm and 242.48 nm; in other
words, almost no energy splitting occurs. This is attributed to
the weak transition dipole of Thy, which also leads to the small
oscillator strengths. Similarly, no energy splitting occurs for
the two weak local Type-C absorptions as well.

Local Type-D/E; CT Type-B. For even higher-lying excita-
tions, Table 1b shows that they are mainly formed by local
Type-D/E and CT Type-B transitions. Not like local Type-Bs,
we see that local Type-D/E transitions are often mixed with
CT Type-B transitions to form excitations, as the excitations
at 183.11 nm (Type-E1B12), 180.26 nm (Type-D!1B21 etc.),
and 177.93 nm (Type-D1B21) have shown. This should be due
to their nearly degenerate nature.
The sE shown for the Type-A2, B2, C2, and D2 indicates that

the presence of the 1st Thy has a minor e!ect on the transition
composition of these local excitations of the 2nd Thy.

3.3. Ideal di-Thy vs. dTpdT

We now move onto the e!ect of the link between two Thys, i.e.
the DNA backbone, on electronic excitations.

Local Type-B. In the presence of the DNA backbone, the
two bright absorption peaks of di-Thy become a brighter one
and a darker one of dTpdT. The stronger one is predicted to
be Type-B1 at 232.2 7 nm while the weaker one is Type-B2 at
234.83 nm, both have a 3% energy lowering. Moreover, their
NTO1 contributions to excitation are both lowered, at 72%
and 71%, respectively. Therefore, evidently the presence of the
backbone not only shifts the excitation energies, but also
mediates the transition origins, even if the backbone almost
donates no orbital components to NTO1–H(E) (for details of
transition coe"cients see Table S3 (ESIw)).

Local Type-A/C. Next we deal with the local Type-A. In the
presence of the backbone the two local Type-As instead have
2% and 3% energy arising, in contrast to the energy-lowering
imposed on the local Type-Bs discussed above. Consequently
these two types of excitations exhibit even closer absorption

Table 1 (continued )

(c)

N; P l (nm) f NTO1(2) sG % Type N; P l (nm) f NTO1(2) sG % Type

! A1 (A2)–A1 15 4 230.11 0.2649 P1t2–S1t2 0.035 79 B2
4 227.76 0.0261 N1t1–S1t1 0.060 91 A1 5 227.65 0.0003 N1t2–S1t2 (S2t2) 0.026 96 (A2)
5 226.04 0.0038 N1t2–S1t2 (S2t2) 0.029 94 (A2) 13 192.96 0.0002 N1t1 N2t1–(S1t!1) S2t1 0.056 80 C1
14 192.02 0.0027 N1t1 N2t1–S2t1 0.056 95 (C1) 17 188.75 0.0007 N1t2 N2t2–(S1t!2) S2t2 0.026 70 C2
15 190.13 0.0005 N1t2 N2t2–S2t2 0.036 94 (C2) 24 183.57 0.0828 P1t2 (B)–S1t1 — 53 (B21)
19 184.59 0.0084 P2t1 (A1) A2–S1t1 0.117 79 (D1) + P1t1 A–(S2t1) A 25
22 182.45 0.0366 P2t2 (A1) A2–S1t2 — 66 (D2) 26 182.41 0.0547 P1t2 (B)–(S1t1) S2t!2 (G) 0.130 40 (E2B21)
+ A1 (A2)–A1 A2 17 + (P2t1) B–S1t1 (S2t2) 23
24 180.33 0.0042 P1t1 (B) (O)–S1t2 — 92 (B12) 27 181.67 0.0237 P1t2 B–S1t1 — 75 (B21)
25 180.05 0.0181 P1t2–S1t1 — 87 B21 28 181.06 0.0446 P1t1 (B)–S1t2 — 74 (B12)

Fig. 2 Standard-orbitals of Thy generated in the B3LYP-DFT calculation.

Isovalue = 0.02 is adopted for the graphical representation. P1, N1, P2

and N2 correspond to the HOMO, HOMO ! 1, HOMO ! 2, and

HOMO! 3, respectively, and S1 and S2 are the LUMO and LUMO+1.

P1 and P2 are from the components of 1pp*-character excitations while
N1 and N2 are from those of 1np*-character excitations.

Fig. 3 An example of SO-hosted excitations of the ideal dTpdT. The

NTO1–H and NTO1–E for the 6th excitation (188.85 nm, f = 0.0203)

of ideal dTpdT are plotted. NTO1 accounts for 92% of the whole

excitation. The transition origin can be expressed in terms of standard-

orbitals as ‘‘P1t1 (B)–S1t2 (S2t1)’’.
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energies. The presence of the backbone also results in a slight
S2-component mixing into the Type-A1 and Type-A2.

The remaining two 1np*-character excitations of di-Thy, i.e.
local Type-Cs, though switching their relative order, retain their
main features such as absorption energy, oscillator strength and
transition origin of NTO1 in the presence of the backbone.

Local Type-D/E; CT Type-B. Finally we consider the excita-
tions formed by the mixture of CT Type-B transition and local
Type-D/E transition. The Type-E1B12 has an enhancement of
23% of oscillator strength (from 0.0165 to 0.0203) with a small
shifted excitation energy (183.11 nm to 188.85 nm), while the
excitations of di-Thy at 180.26 nm (Type-D!1B21 etc.), 179.02 nm
(Type-D2), and 177.93 nm (Type-D1B21) have no correspon-
dences in the first 10 excitations of dTpdT and are replaced by
excitations at 183.96 nm (Type-E2B21), 177.62 nm (Type-D1),
and 176.87 nm (Type-E!1B12E21). Furthermore, the backbone
orbital component is involved in the 188.85 nm and 177.62 nm
excitations. These results suggest that the larger average
distance of electron transition which encompasses wider spatial
area for these higher-lying excitations results in the high
backbone-sensitivity.

3.4. Ideal dTpdT vs. dTpdT) ) )dApdA

Local Type-B. For even a larger system with dApdA on the
opposite strand in charge of the WC hydrogen bonding e!ect,
the TD-oB97X calculated absorption spectrum (Fig. 4) shows
that there are two strong peaks. However, after examining
their NTO1 transition origins only the lower energy one at
235.23 nm corresponds to a SO-hosted (Type-B1) excitation.
It corresponds well to the brightest peak, also a Type-B1, of
dTpdT with a minor energy shift (!1%). A similar situation
also occurs for the weaker Type-B2, now switched to be the
lowest singlet excitation (Singlet-1).

Local Type-A/C. The NTO1 transition origins of the two
local Type-As are retained as well, but again their excitation
energies arise (5% and 6%). For the two local Type-Cs, their
absorption energies have minor deviation accompanied with a
modest sE (0.020 and 0.021).

Local Type-D/E; CT Type-B. For the CT Type-B involved
excitations, except the Type-D1, the excitations of dTpdT
at 183.96 nm (Type-E2B21), 177.62 nm (Type-D1), and
176.87 nm (Type-E!1B12E21) are replaced by those with
di!erent transition origins at 186.43 nm (Type-D!1E2B21),
185.87 nm (Type-D2E1B12), and 185.10 nm (Type-E2B21
etc.). Moreover, all the 4 excitations mix in orbital compo-
nents from the opposing adenines to their NTO1(2). Therefore
again the environment e!ect is more pronounced in these
higher-lying excitations.

3.5. Ideal dTpdT vs. dApdTpdTpdG

Local Type-B. In the presence of stacking nucleobases next
to dTpdT and the backbone linking them, i.e. dApdTpdTpdG,
the two local Type-Bs switch their positions such that the
brighter absorption changes from the Type-B1 to the Type-B2,
even if their excitation energies are not altered much. The
oscillator strength of the brighter one is also dampened to
almost one half. Hence it can be concluded that the local Type-Bs

are sensitive to environmental surroundings of the backbone
and stacking nucleobases; that is, the NTO1 contribution to
the whole excitation can be reduced, the absorption energy can
be red-shifted, and the relative strength between Type-B1 and
Type-B2 can be variable.

Local Type-A/C. On the other hand, the two local Type-As
again have a 2% energy arising and a minor change of the
transition origin reflected in sE compared to the results of dTpdT.
As for the two local Type-Cs, they have a minor deviation of

the transition origin as well but have even a smaller energy
shift compared to those imposed on local Type-As.

Local Type-D/E; CT Type-B. The remaining excitations
related to local Type-E and/or CT Type-B transitions of
dTpdT again are a!ected quite intensively. The Type-E1B12,
although retains similar excitation energy, has more than
doubled its oscillator strength and its NTO1 transition expres-
sion mixes in A with the involvement of S2t1 increased
whereas B and S1t2 diminished at the same time. On the other
hand, the Type-E2B21 has more notable energy lowering (4%)
but with an oscillator strength reduction (52%). The remaining
Type-D1 and Type-E!1B12E21 of dTpdT are replaced by the
Type-E!2B21 and Type-E2, both of which have noticeable G
mixed in the NTO1-E.

3.6. Ideal vs. 3BSE (X-ray crystal) structures

We examine the e!ect of conformational variation on electronic
excitation properties of dT, dTpdT, dTpdT) ) )dApdA and
dApdTpdTpdG. The transition origins of excitations of geome-
trically di!erent systems can be compared with each other,
given that the segment stays in the chemically same species. The
detailed information on the first 10 (7 for dT) SO-hosted
excitations of each studied 3BSE system is listed in Table 1b.

dT. A one-to-one mapping can be made for all the 7 SO-
hosted excitations and their absorption energies, oscillator
strengths and NTO1 transition origins are much retained.

dTpdT. Analysis of dTpdT shows that the conformational
variation is quite influential on the NTO1 transition origin of
the two local Type-Bs such that the sG value for Type-B1 is
0.145 and for Type-B2 is 0.119. The stronger absorption also
transforms from the Type-B1 to the Type-B2, even if the
relative magnitude of absorption energy and oscillator
strength both have little changes.
In contrast, the local Type-As and Type-Cs are rather

sustainable in the NTO1 transition origin and absorption
energy to conformational variation, and their oscillator
strengths remain small. Moreover, the Singlet-1 becomes the
Type-A1.
The remaining listed 4 higher-lying excitations have no

corresponding ones in their ideal counterpart system,
although they are still at around the absorption wavelength
of 175 nm–190 nm; this can also be observed in the results of
ideal di-Thy, dTpdT, dTpdT) ) )dApdA and dApdTpdTpdG,
that is, CT Type-B involved excitations of the first 10 SO-hosted
excitations are all located in this energy range, though their
composition of the NTO1 transition origin is very sensitive to
the surrounding environment.
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dTpdT) ) )dApdA and dApdTpdTpdG. For much larger systems,
dTpdT) ) )dApdA and dApdTpdTpdG, excitations can still be
well traced by local Type-B, local Type-A/C, local Type-D/E and
CT Type-B. Local Type-As and Type-Cs again remain rather
intact, while local Type-Bs are more sensitive to both environ-
mental and conformational mediations. Overall, the flip of
relative strength of Type-B1 and Type-B2 has occurred under
conditions of (i) ideal dTpdT vs. ideal dApdTpdTpdG, (ii) ideal

dTpdT vs. 3BSE dTpdT, and (iii) ideal dTpdT) ) )dApdA vs.
3BSE dTpdT) ) )dApdA. Obviously case (iii) should be mainly
due to case (ii), but the presence of dApdA further leads to a
strongly dampened oscillator strength of the Type-B2 (from
0.4176 to 0.2288), not observed in the Type-B1 of the ideal case
(from 0.4242 to 0.4234). Thus, both environmental and confor-
mational e!ects here play a role and cooperate with each other in
mediating the properties of the 1pp*-character local Type-Bs.

Fig. 4 Percentage of backbone density contribution to the NTO1–H (red and black columns) and calculated absorption cross sections (curves) of

the first several electronic excitations of backbone-included systems. Red and black columns correspond to the SO-hosted and non-SO-hosted

excitations, respectively. The absorption cross sections are plotted by broadening the oscillator strength of each excitation with 0.03 eV of half-

width at half-height. (a) The first 16, 25, 50, and 70 electronic excitations of ideal dT, dTpdT, dTpdT) ) )dApdA, and dApdTpdTpdG, respectively,

provided by TDDFT with a global hybrid functional B3LYP and four LC hybrid functionals. Wavelength ranges for plotting the B3LYP results of

dTpdT and larger systems are adjusted independently reflecting the considerably smaller calculated absorption energies. (b) A magnified plot for

the TD-oB97X results of all 4 systems at the wavelength range in which the backbone intensely participates. For more discussion see the text.
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The remaining higher-lying excitations are similarly sensi-
tive to conformational fluctuation such that their transition
origins have di!erent mixtures of local Type-D/E and CT
Type-B transition components.

Overall, it is observed that conformational influence can
be the same or even outstrip environmental e!ects on the
excitation properties of the SO-hosted excitations.

3.7. Detailed backbone-orbital involvement in the first several
excitations of B-DNA segments containing backbone

Fig. 4a shows the percentage of backbone-orbital density
contribution to NTO1-H in the first several electronic excita-
tions (not only SO-hosted ones) of the backbone-included
systems extracted from ideal B-DNA predicted by TDDFT
with di!erent functionals. Evidently TD-B3LYP under-
estimates the absorption energy of backbone-to-base excita-
tions crowding around the first several excitations. However,
even LC hybrid functionals predict an impressive involvement
of backbone-orbitals in several excitations. The diverse
predictions of these functionals are mainly due to their
di!erent mixtures of Hartree–Fock (HF) exchange in their
functional forms.

As shown in eqn (2), the L(r12) in a LC hybrid functional
can be interpreted as an r12-dependent proportion of HF
exchange. For example, both oB97 and LC-oPBE adopt
L(r12) = erf(or12), with o = 0.4 Bohr!1, while oB97X adopts
L(r12) = ax* [1! erf(or12)] + erf(or12), with o=0.3 Bohr!1

and ax = 0.157706. By contrast, a global hybrid functional,
containing a fixed proportion ax of HF exchange, adopts
L(r12) = ax and a pure DFA, containing no HF exchange,
adopts L(r12) = 0.

To look into more detail, we plot, in Fig. 5, the r12-
dependent proportion of HF exchange L(r12), for various
functionals. Evidently we observe that there is a strong
correlation between the L(r12) in a LC hybrid functional and
the appearance of significant backbone-to-base CT contri-
butions to excitations. As the L(r12) is larger for a functional
in the range of inter-electronic separation r12 > 1 Bohr for the
electron–hole interaction, the first excitation that has a signifi-
cant contribution from the backbone to NTO1-H appears at
higher absorption energy.

TD-oB97X predicts that strongly backbone involved exci-
tations are located below B180 nm for all the 4 systems with
distinctive sizes. A magnified plot for the results at the
wavelength range in which backbone intensely participates is
given in Fig. 4b. Clearly, except for dT, for the other 3 systems
most excitations with noticeable absorption strength either
have pronounced backbone involvement in them, or are
embedded within the jungles of strongly backbone-involved
dark absorptions that can facilitate energy transfer among
them, capable of leading to, for instance, non-radiative energy
dissipations.
Given the noticeable diversity among the results of di!erent

LC hybrid functionals, a comprehensive assessment of their
performance for these larger electronic systems is important,
for which more benchmarks are in need.
Nevertheless, up to this point, we could still conclude that

the DNA backbone is quantum mechanically quite important
upon UV light absorption or the dynamics afterwards.

4. Conclusion

We have examined several low-lying electronic excitations of
various Thy-contained systems extracted from two sources of
B-DNA, i.e. the ideal and an X-ray crystal structure. Various
environmental and conformational e!ects on Thy-related
excitations have been investigated quantum mechanically.
The latter and former e!ects are studied by comparing the
LC-TDDFT results of two systems that are di!erent from each
other in geometry and in a physical/chemical surrounding,
respectively. Through the employment of QNTO analysis,
the transition origin of up to hundred electronic excitations
of di!erent systems can readily be determined and therefore
similar excitations can be identified and compared with each
other.
We find that although many low-lying SO-hosted 1pp*-

and 1np*-character excitations (or combinations of them) of
Thy-contained systems can be interpreted by single NTO1,
there are still several cases that NTO1 has less than 70%
domination, in which case NTO2 is also taken into account.
Therefore the present study provides a more realistic descrip-
tion of the molecular exciton view in which the contribution
of the local electronic transitions proportion can be di!erent.
Moreover, decomposition of NTO1(2)-H(E) of an excita-
tion into standard-orbitals helps pinpoint its transition origin.
It is possible that an excitation is a mixture of di!erent
local and CT transitions. It is also found that as the segment
size grows to include the backbone or WC-pairing or adjacent
stacking nucleobases, the NTO1 transition origin is often
more complicated because various orbital-components are
mixed; the NTO1 domination is also likely to decrease at the
same time. The DNA backbone, even though not donating
orbitals, is also found to be capable of mediating the transi-
tion origins of SO-hosted excitations. Our analysis provides
a quantitative investigation foundation for these complex
phenomena.
Both conformational and environmental e!ects on

SO-hosted excitations are found to mediate not only the
absorption energy and oscillator strength but also the NTO1
transition origin. This situation is significant especially for

Fig. 5 L(r12) vs. r12 for di!erent functionals. For details, please see

the text and eqn (1)–(3).
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the higher-lying excitations. The higher-lying local Type-D,
E and CT Type-B transitions are more sensitive to environ-
mental surroundings as well as conformational variations than
local Type-A, B and C transitions such that they often bear
various mixtures to form the transition origin of excitations
around 175 nm–190 nm. This situation probably results from
their near-degenerate feature of transitions. In addition, even
though local Type-Bs are relatively intact in their transition
origins, their oscillator strengths can be easily mediated
by environmental and conformational factors. By plotting
backbone-orbital contribution for the first several, SO-hosted
or non-SO-hosted, excitations of various backbone-included
systems predicted by TD-oB97X, we also find that a dense
population of backbone-involved excitations is located at a
wavelength belowB180 nm, irrespective of the economic basis
set used, as shown in Table S2 and Fig. S2 (ESIw).

It should, however, be noted that the simulated excitation
properties of these Thy-comprised systems are contingent to
several factors such as the used calculation methods or other
yet reflected molecular environments. For instance, a larger
basis set than the current one is anticipated to cause some red-
shifts of simulated absorption energies, especially for 1pp*
excitations. In Table S2 (ESIw), we have therefore tested the
e!ect of the basis set, geometry relaxation, and PCM solvent
on the excitation properties of ideal dTpdT. A general con-
clusion is that the lower-lying local Type-As, Type-Bs, and
Type-Cs are less sensitive to the used basis set and geometry
relaxation as opposed to the higher-lying excitations formed
by local Type-D/E and CT Type-B transitions. On the other
hand, the PCM solvent surrounding dTpdT is found to be
capable of resulting in electronic excitations with qualitatively
di!erent transition origins where backbone-orbitals often
strongly participate. However, because the solvent is only
classically taken into account, further quantum mechanical
studies on H2O molecules explicitly present are still needed;
the same situation applies for other molecular environments,
e.g. ions.

Overall, the present study suggests that a DNA molecule
continually under various interactions with itself or environ-
mental molecules in solution can exhibit from time to time
a slightly or very di!erent transition origin of NTO1(2)
depending on its experience at the instance of light-absorptions.
It has also been reviewed in the chapter 14 of ref. 36 that
various electronic properties of nucleobases are notably
dependent on their microscopic environment and the present
study helps further provide a systematic quantum chemistry
framework to investigate them. Moreover, the origins of two
electronic excitations of the same or di!erent systems can be,
as expressed by standard-orbitals, quite di!erent even if their
absorption energy and oscillator strength are similar to each
other, which implies that a further determination of the correct
transition origin of an excitation is quite important which
governs later dynamics of an electronically excited molecule.
Excitations can be distinguished in the present framework and
therefore a series of potential energy surfaces of a gradually
geometrically altered system within a complex environment is
forthcoming.

It is also worth noting that a comparison with experimental
results has to be performed carefully because, for instance,

numerous factors can a!ect experimentally observed absorp-
tion maxima108 – the best estimate for the uracil 1pp* absorp-
tion energy from cross-checking highly accurate theoretical
calculations has still predicted a higher value than the
observed spectrum maximum by B0.17 eV,109 and is attri-
buted by the authors to strong vibronic coupling with the
nearby 1np* excitation. Our present work is focused on
TD-oB97X, which has been shown to well reproduce the
excitation properties of Thy and dT given by the highly
accurate EOM-CCSD,95 and therefore is believed to be highly
reliable. For an even better prediction of excitations, however,
calculation with a larger basis set and/or finer tuning of DFT/
TDDFT functionals are still needed, especially for higher-
lying excitations. This may be achieved from cross-referencing
results from high-level theoretical methods and experiments;
the latter may require a more realistic condition in calculation
such as the inclusion of solvent molecules in order to draw
a direct comparison. These labours naturally lie on the di"-
culties of studying large and complex electronic systems
where many aspects have to be considered in practicable
computations.
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